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Strategic Information Acquisition and Mixed
Judicial Panels�

Matthew Spitzery & Eric Talleyz

September 18, 2009

Abstract

In the last �fteen years, a number of empirical studies of multi-member
judicial panels have documented a phenomenon popularly known as "panel
e¤ects." Two principal �ndings of this literature are: (1) the inclusion of
even a single (non-pivotal) member from outside the dominant ideology
on the panel can induce the panel to reverse "like minded" administra-
tive agencies more frequently than would a panel dominated wholly by
the majority ideology; and (2) when mixed panels do not reverse, they
frequently issue unanimous decisions. These apparently moderating ef-
fects of mixed panel composition pose a challenge to conventional median
voter theory. In the face of this challenge, many scholars have o¤ered
their own explanation for panel e¤ects (including collegiality; delibera-
tion, whistle-blowing, and others). In this paper, we propose a general
model that (among other things) predicts panel e¤ects as a byproduct
of strategic information acquisition. The kernel of our argument is that
(non-pivotal) minority members of mixed panels have incentives to engage
in costly searches for information in cases where the majority members
would rationally choose not to do so. As a result, the inclusion of ideolog-
ically diverse members may induce more information production in a way
that increases the likelihood that a mixed panel will overturn ideologically
allied agency actors. Our informational account �if true �has normative
implications for the composition of judicial panels in particular, and for
deliberative groups more generally.

�Version 1.3 (First Version: May 6, 2009). Thanks to Charles Cameron, John DeFigueredo,
Dan Farber, Joshua Gans, Jake Gersen, Mark Ramseyer, Matthew Stephenson, Cass Sunstein,
Jonathan Wiener, and seminar participants at the 3rd Annual Duke-North Carolina Trian-
gle Law and Economics Conference and the Melbourne Business School for comments and
discussions. All errors are ours.

yCalifornia Institute of Technology; University of Southern California.
zUC Berkeley School of Law.
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1 Introduction

Within the growing empirical literature on judicial review of administrative
agencies, three notable trends stand out. First, politics matters: Democrat
appointed judges tend to uphold liberal agency decisions and reverse conserv-
ative ones more often than their reviewing Republican counterparts, and vice
versa.1 Second, party matters: while qualitatively similar in behavior, Demo-
crat and Republican judges are not exactly the mirror images of one another in
quantitative dimensions (e.g., Democrats appear more likely to �cross the party
line�on occasion than Republicans). And third, heterogeneity matters: mixed
three-judge panels (either two Democrats and one Republican or two Republi-
cans and one Democrat) tend to make decisions that are more moderate than
homogenous comparison panels dominated by the same majority party (either
three Democrats or three Republicans).2

In this paper, we focus on the third feature, moderation, and in the process
say something about the �rst and second second. Our contribution is largely the-
oretical: we propose and analyze a general informational auditing model that
characterizes deliberative decisions within a group (such as a judicial panel)
as the byproduct of rational decisions by individual members to make costly
investments (or not to do so) in discovering more information about a case,
controversy, or policy choice. An immediate implication of our model is that it
generates a prediction of moderation within mixed judicial panels. In particular,
we demonstrate that heterogeneous judicial panels are more likely to incentivize
broad information production than would homogenous panel members. E¤ec-
tively, we argue, a lone Republican (or Democrat) on a 3 judge panel may be
willing to provide a public good of information to her counterparts even if they
were not willing to provide it themselves. To the extent that our hypothesis
is correct, it hold implications as to whether mixed judge panels are desirable,
or even should be required. (Miles & Sunstein 2008, Tiller & Cross 1999; cf.
Schanzenbach & Tiller 2008).3

1See Revesz (1997), Cross and Tiller (1998), and Miles & Sunstein (2006, 2008), Sunstein,
Schkade and Ellman (2004), as well as earlier work in political science, cited in note __,
for empirical con�rmation. The explanation for this phenomenon is fairly widely accepted:
ideological disposition. (Segal & Spaeth; _________). See Stephenson 20009. �Repub-
lican appointees are more likely, all else equal, to uphold conservative agency decisions and
reject liberal agency decisions, while Democratic appointees are more likely to uphold liberal
decisions and reject conservative decisions, and these e¤ects are typically substantively as well
as statistically signi�cant.� Page 46. We do not examine this phenomenon directly in this
paper. For a very useful review see Stephenson, 2009, at pages ___ - ___, (part III.A.1.).

2See also Peresie (2005), �nding similar e¤ects for male and female judges. [check this]
3As Stephenson (2009, pg. 47) points out, there are two e¤ects from mixed judicial panels.

One is the tendency of the minority judge to vote with the majority. The second, and in our
opinion likely the more important e¤ect, is the tendency of the majority judges to creep ever so
subtly in the direction of the minority. This latter e¤ect is more important because it changes
the outcome of the case. In contrast, when the minority voter moderates his vote to join the
majority, the outcome is likely left unchanged. As it happens, in our model, described below,
both e¤ects can occur simultaneously. In other words, and in certain circumstances, both
Republican and Democratic judges are likely to vote a bit more like each other. Both e¤ects
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Our analysis builds most directly on our earlier work, Judicial Auditing,4

but departs from it in crucial ways. First, we attempt to develop a richer
understanding of the court of appeals. Rather than treat it as a unitary actor
(as both we and Cameron, Segal & Songer 2000 did), here we explicitly model
the court of appeal as a multimember body. Indeed, it is the strategic interaction
among the panelists that produces the core intuitions we suggest here. Second,
we tailor the appeals process to the setting for Agency appeals. If an Agency
decision is appealed, the court must hear the appeal. Judges might or might
not do research regarding the subject matter of the appeal. Under our system of
administrative law, the court may overturn the agency regardless of whether or
not any judge on the panel has invested in acquiring greater information about
the case.
Political scientists have, over the years, suggested a number of theories for

explaining the moderating e¤ect of including a minority judge on a three judge
panel. A �rst set of explanations hinges on social cohesion and collegiality
(e.g., Songer 1982, pg. 226), asserting that various social pressures may lead
non-pivotal minority judges to go along with the majority, as a mechanism for
enhancing (or preserving) interpersonal harmony among the panelists. Even
if such tastes for collegiality are relatively weak, they may be enough to deter
the minority panelist from taking the time and energy to author a dissent.5

In a related vein, some have posited that additional pressures from "group po-
larization" may play a more extreme role in homogenous panels, which can in
turn lead to apparent moderation of mixed panels (e.g., Sunstein, Schkade and
Ellman, 2004, pg. 308). That is, individuals may become more extreme when
interacting with homogeneously like minded counterparts (Myers; Asch 1951).
Applied to judges, polarization e¤ects predict that homogenous panels "rein-
force" each other�s prior commitments, thereby leading to more ideologically
extreme decision making (and apparently more moderation in mixed panels).
A second explanation, sometimes known as whistleblowing is perhaps the

leading explanation among PPT theorists to explain panel e¤ects. First devel-

stem from the increased willingness of minority judges to do costly research in situations where
majority judges would not bother to do so.

4Spitzer and Talley (2000). We are also implicitly building on Cameron, Segal, and Songer,
which was published contemporaneously with ours and which uses a model very similar in
spirit. One of the few important di¤erences is that in Cameron, Segal and Songer the Higher
court can learn the facts with certainty once it pays the cost of an audit, whereas in Spitzer
and Talley the Higher court has a better estimate of the true state of the world than does the
Lower court, but is still somewhat uncertain.

5Within this literature, both social and workload-related costs/bene�ts can play a role.
Atkins, (�social pressure�); Atkins & Green (empirical support for workload and dissents
inversely related); Goldman (norm of consensus); Green (workload reduces dissents).
See also Posner (2002, pg. 32), who states �[m]ost judges do not like to dissent....Not only
is it a bother and frays collegiality, and usually has no e¤ect on the law, but it also tends to
magnify the signi�cance of the majority opinion.�
In an interesting contemporaneous piece to this one, Fischman (2009) studies an attitudinal

model, augmented by a cost to writing a dissent. The higher the cost of the dissent, the more
likely it is that a minority judge will choose to join the majority opinion. His model does
not, however, predict that the majority judges will ever moderate their position and join the
minority.
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oped by Cross and Tiller (1998), this account conjectures that a minority party
panelist can e¤ectively threaten to �tattle� on the majority (e.g., through a
dissent) if those majority actors ignore established precedent or doctrine. The
minority member, they argue, can expose a majority�s manipulation or disre-
gard of legal doctrine, and thus her credible threat to blow the whistle deters
such manipulation in the �rst instance, producing more moderation. (Cross and
Tiller 1998, p. 2156).
Signi�cantly, the whistleblower account harbors distinct role for formal legal

doctrine as a constraint on judicial review. That is, the whistleblower account
gets its traction from the existence of an independent, commonly subscribed
legal canon, whose violation can be detected and communicated to an outside
community. Our approach, in contrast, neither requires nor precludes the possi-
bility that legal doctrine might also do some work, and in fact allows for doctrine
to be vague, contested, over- or under-determined, or simply unintelligible. In
order to highlight the role of endogenous information production, we will focus
only on choice, knowledge, ideology and outcomes.6

A �nal explanation, perhaps the leading one among legal academics, was pro-
posed by Revesz (1997, pg. 1732), and is sometimes identi�ed as the deliberation
hypothesis. In essence, by being on a panel with judges of the opposite political
party and deliberating with them, one is naturally led to moderate one�s posi-
tion. The informational explanation that we propose here is close in spirit to
Revesz�suggestion, but we attempt to develop it within a more formal positive
political theory (�PPT�) framework, which may generate more precise predic-
tions about the mechanics of panel e¤ects. Within our model, it is the rational
willingness of judges with diverse ideologies to engage in costly research, em-
bedded within a deliberative setting, that produces deliberative e¤ects. Con-
sequently, we show that the group�s decisions not only embody the preferences
of the median voter (the standard PPT result), but that they also indirectly
re�ect the preferences of extreme members on the panel (who have the greatest
incentive to search).
Before proceeding, one deserves speci�c mention. Although our analysis

aims to understand and explain judicial panel e¤ects, it has obvious ties to other
literatures in political science, psychology, economics and elsewhere on group
e¤ects within deliberative fora. These include papers on (so called) persuasion
games,7 inquisitorial versus advocacy systems,8 political lobbying,9 media re-

6We hasten to add that the role of doctrine may certainly be important (and we have
published on the role and characterization of doctrine before. (Spitzer & Tiller; Cohen &
Spitzer; Talley 1999)). Our argument here, however, is somewhat orthagonal to this point.
The strategic formulation of doctrine by the Supreme Court, and its e¤ects on lower courts,

takes up a big portion of PPT in this �eld. See Cross & Tiller 2006, Jacobi 2009, Jacobi &
Tiller 2007, Lax 2007, 2008, Lax & Landa 2009, McNollGast 1995, Strauss 1987, Tiller 1998,
Shavell 2009.
In addition, we can shed no light on the hypothesis that minority judges extract some con-

cession in the opinion in exchange for signing the opinion and producing unanimity. Sunstein,
Schkade and Ellman (2004, pg. 338).

7Milgrom & Roberts (1986).
8Dewatripoint & Tirole 1999.
9Cameron & DeFigeueiredo (2009).
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porting and bias,10 and the value of ideological diversity more generally within
deliberative fora.11 We do not attempt to develop these links fully here, though
our general approach may both inform such inquiries and is, in some respects,
informed by them.
Our analysis proceeds as follows. The following section describes at greater

length the literature relating to panel e¤ects, along with the prevailing theories
that have been posited to explain them. Section 3 presents our theoretical model
and characterizes its equilibria. Section 4 o¤ers some preliminary thoughts
about empirical testing of our results. Section 5 discusses extensions of our
model. Section 6 considers implications, and Section 7 concludes.12

2 Empirical Panel E¤ects

Before beginning with our analytic enterprise, it is perhaps useful to situate our
claims within the empirical literature on panel e¤ects. As noted in the intro-
duction, during the last decade empirical academic literature on panel e¤ects
has proliferated rapidly. Although we cannot canvass all of them here, a few
of the central pieces in this literature are worth recounting. Revesz (1997) is
often credited with being the �rst legal academic to notice and document the
phenomenon. He collected challenges to decisions of the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency that were brought in the DC Circuit between 1970 and 1994.
Revesz divided the time into periods in which the membership of the DC Circuit
was unchanged and utilized the random assignment of judges to test hypotheses
about the e¤ect of panel composition on votes and outcomes.13 Using a logit
analysis of industry challenges to EPA regulations, Revesz found that his con-
clusions di¤ered by the time period, and that Democrats and Republicans did
not always act as the inverse of one another. For the 1970s he found:

First, a Republican judge was signi�cantly more likely to reverse
when there was at least one other Republican on the panel. Second,
for a Democratic judge, the probability of reversal was not signi�-
cantly a¤ected by the composition of the panel. Third, Democrats,
but not Republicans, were signi�cantly more likely to reverse in in-
dustry challenges raising a procedural claim than in industry chal-
lenges not raising such a claim.14

10Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006).
11For example, this paper ties into a substantial literature, reviewed in Farhang and Wawro

(2004), on racial minority and female judges. Both Farhang and Wawro (2004), and Peresie
(2005) emphasize the intersection between including minority judges on panels and delibera-
tion. We believe that their initial steps are correct; to the extent that minority judges have
preferences that are di¤erent from those of other judges, our information-based model should
apply.
12A technical Appendix includes a number of technical derivations and proofs that are

suppressed in the text.
13Revesz also tested hypotheses unconnected to panel composition, and found voting pat-

terns that are consistent with an ideological component to judicial voting.
14Revesz at 1759
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For the latter time periods of his study, he reached a slightly di¤erent con-
clusion:

The following conclusions can be drawn from the signi�cance of these
variables for industry challenges during [the latter] period[s]. First,
a Republican judge was signi�cantly more likely to reverse when
there was at least one other Republican on the panel. Second, a
Democratic judge was signi�cantly less likely to reverse when there
was at least one other Democrat on the panel.15

We regard these results as empirical support for panel e¤ects, though they
are ambiguous as to which particular pattern of e¤ects is supported by the data.
In the 1970s the �ndings appear to be �at out asymmetric, but in the subsequent
periods they appear more symmetrically distributed.
Shortly after Revesz�s study, Cross and Tiller (1998) conducted an empirical

test on 170 cases in which the DC Circuit reviewed Agency interpretations
of regulatory statutes. They found that uni�ed panels (RRR or DDD in our
lexicon) were 17% less likely to defer to Agencies than were split panels (RRD or
DDR). It is di¢ cult to interpret their �ndings in our framework; we are looking
for moderation on a political dimension, not a tendency to defer. However, they
produced one statistic that appears to support moderation by split panels. They
calculated that uni�ed panels deferred to Agencies only 33% of the time when
the panel�s politics would not support the Agency�s position, but deferred to
the Agency 62% of the time when the panel was split (signi�cant at.05). (Cross
and Tiller, 1998, pg. 2172). This is evidence for moderation, we believe.
Sunstein, Schkade and Ellman (2004) investigated the votes of federal ap-

peals judges in thirteen categories. They found that although the typical pat-
tern of panel e¤ects existed in most of the subject areas (e.g. campaign �nance,
a¢ rmative action, EPA regulation) in one it was muted (Title VII discrimi-
nation cases) and in three areas (federalism, criminal law, takings clause) the
pattern was missing entirely. In some of the areas the e¤ects were symmetric,
while in other areas not. In two areas (abortion and capital punishment) they
found pure ideological voting, but no panel e¤ects, at all.
Miles and Sunstein (2006, 2008) also present evidence supporting panel ef-

fects,16 and also exhibiting some asymmetries. They investigate all Circuit
Court review of EPA and NLRB decisions between 1996 and 2006 for insu¢ -
cient factual basis or for being arbitrary or capricious, which together they call
�arbitrariness�review. Next, they compute �validation rate,�which is the rate
at which the court upholds administrative action against challenge. Then they
code administrative action by looking at who challenged Agency action; if in-
dustry challenged the Agency action then the Agency action is liberal, whereas
if a union or an environmental group challenged an Agency action, then the
Agency action was conservative. Last, Miles and Sunstein coded each judge�s
political party as equal to the party of appointing president for that judge.

15Revesz at 1760.
16 In a similar vein, see Cox and Miles (2007).
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Miles and Sunstein found the same basic ideological component of voting
that others have found. Judges appointed by Democratic Presidents were more
likely to vote to validate liberal Administrative Agency actions than they were
to validate conservative AA actions. Judges appointed by Republican Presidents
had the reverse tendency. In addition, judges appointed by Republican Presi-
dents were more likely to vote to validate conservative Administrative Agency
actions when they were sitting with two other Republican Judges than when
they were sitting with a Democrat. Judges appointed by Democratic Presidents
seemed to behave in more complicated ways.
Unfortunately, Miles and Sunstein constructed their measures by pooling all

mixed panels, rather than separating, for example, DRR and DDR panels. So,
we cannot observe the change in tendencies between a minority member of a
panel and the same judge as part of a two-judge majority. Using their approach,
Miles and Sunstein measure the change in willingness of a Democratic judge to
uphold agency decisions when he is moved from a uni�ed Democratic panel to a
mixed panel. Miles and Sunstein �nd that Democratic judges are signi�cantly
less likely to uphold liberal Agency decisions when they are moved to mixed
panels, and (perhaps) signi�cantly more likely to uphold conservative Agency
decisions when on mixed panels. A similar approach measures the change in the
willingness of Republican judges to uphold Agency decisions. Miles and Sunstein
�nd that a Republican judge on a mixed panel is signi�cantly more likely to
uphold a liberal Agency action than is a Republican judge on a uni�ed panel.
And a Republican judge is (insigni�cantly) less likely to uphold a conservative
Agency decision when part of a mixed panel than when part of a uni�ed panel.
We regard these results as evidence in favor of panel e¤ects; that is, inclusion
on a mixed panel tends to moderate voting patterns. It is less clear whether
the Miles & Sunstein results should be taken as evidence of an asymmetry,
however. We tentatively conclude the evidence is probably consistent with either
symmetry or asymmetry.17

17 Cf Schanzenbach and Tiller (2008), which reviewed the treatment of sentencing guide-
lines after the Supreme Court�s Apprendi v. New Jersey and United States v. Booker de-
cisions. Apprendi and Booker rendered the guidelines �advisory.� Using an informal PPT
model of strategic sentencing by District Court judges under the guidelines, they make em-
pirical predictions:
The empirical implications, thus, are as follows: (1) policy preferences matter in sentencing-

liberal (Democratic-appointed) judges give di¤erent (generally lower) sentences than conser-
vative (Republican-appointed) judges for certain categories of crime; (2) the length of the
sentence given by sentencing judges depends on the amount of political-ideological alignment
between the sentencing judge and the circuit court; and (3) sentencing judges selectively use
adjustments and departures to enhance or reduce sentences, and the use of departures is in-
�uenced by the degree of political alignment between the sentencing judge and the overseeing
circuit court, while the use of adjustments is not so in�uenced.
Adjustments, which are very di¢ cult to review by the appellate court, allow some (almost)

unreviewable sentencing discretion to the sentencing judge, while departures, which are much
more likely to be reviewed, give the sentencing judge much more discretion to adjust the
sentence if (and only if) he is politically aligned with the Court of Appeal in his circuit.
Their data on e¤ect of alignment are weakly supportive of their hypothesis. For Demo-

cratic judges who are sitting in a Democratic Circuit, the coe¢ cients on length of sentence
(shorter) , probability of departing from the Guidelines (higher), and the size of downward
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Some recent pieces have injected some skepticism (or at least noise) in the
enterprise of empirical estimation of judicial preferences. Edwards and Liv-
ermore (2009, pg. 1916), for example, strongly criticize this literature, partly
on the ground that it is based on an attitudinal model that does not take into
account deliberation. Our model is the �rst that we know of to attempt to
characterize an aspect of deliberation, exchange of information. For reasons
that are not clear, several commentators seem to regard collegial deliberation
as inconsistent with ideological explanations. (Edwards and Livermore (2009,
pg. 1917); Tacha (1995, pg. 586); Wald (1999, pg. 255). As our model shows,
the two concepts can work together. Landes and Posner (2008) �correct�and
clean the most commonly used data bases, and then present a large number of
analyses. They claim that they could not code lower Federal Court votes as
majority or dissent, and hence do not say little about panel e¤ects per se. They
did �nd, however, that judges appointed by Democratic Presidents were more
likely to cast liberal votes than were judges appointed by Republican Presidents,
and also that mixed panels appeared to create some "moderation" in views, at
least among Federal Circuit panels (but not on the Supreme Court).
In sum, the empirical literature provides signi�cant support for ideological

di¤erences between Democrat and Republican judges in ways that "matter"
for outcomes. It also provides evidence supporting the moderating e¤ect of
sitting on mixed panels instead of uni�ed panels. This literature, moreover,
provides some evidence of the tendency of minority and majority judges on
mixed panels to move towards each other when voting. Finally, there is some
intermittent evidence that even as they respond in a qualitatively symmetric
pattern, Republican and Democrat judges do not always behave as complete
mirror images of each other quantitatively.

3 Model

In this section, we develop and analyze a formal model strategic information
acquisition among individual judges in multi-judge panels. Using this model,
we show how ideological diversity, even if insu¢ cient to change median voter
preferences, may still generate voting patterns that appear to look very much
like moderating panel e¤ects. The driving force behind our result is in the
endogenous nature with which judges produce information that is informative to
all panel members. Our model builds on the basic framework set out in Spitzer
& Talley (2000), but it adds a few modi�cations and simpli�cations to focus on
the e¤ects of multi-member upper courts. In order to expose our key intuitions,
we will start with a simple information structure. In later sections, we will
discuss how our result carries over to more complex informational environments.

departure from Guidelines (larger) are all consistent with their hypothesis, but only the coef-
�cient on probability of departure is signi�cant. We regard this as weak evidence in favor of
the whistleblower theory, and weak evidence of some asymmetry in judicial review of lower
courts.
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3.1 Framework

Consider a two-level hierarchy, consisting of a unitary initial actor (such as an
administrative agency or a district court), and an appellate court that may
review the �rst level actor�s decision. We assume that the decision at issue
concerns a regulatory / policy outcome denoted as Y , normalized so that Y 2
f�1; 1g : That is, the actors in this model are presumed to choose between two
di¤erent policies: y = �1; which we identify as the �liberal�policy; and y = 1;
which we denote as the �conservative�policy. For example, if the �rst-level actor
is an administrative agency, it might be considering maintaining a de-regulatory
status quo ante (y = 1) or adopting a more restrictive regulation (y = �1).18 In
contrast, if the �rst-level actor is a lower court, it might be considering whether
to interpret a statute in a way that favors consumers (y = �1) or businesses
(y = 1).
Although we allow actors to be motivated by political commitments, we

also suppose that they care about objective facts. Speci�cally, we presume
that there is an informational input that is relevant to the policy choice. In
particular, we denote the random variable X 2 R to represent the �true�facts,
or state of the world, and we assume that ex ante, X is commonly known to
normally distributed with mean � and precision, � ; so that X~N

�
�; 1�

�
:19 Note

also that our framework also admits the special degenerate case when � ! 0;
so that priors are essentially uninformative.

3.1.1 Judicial & Agency Preferences

Information about the true realization of facts, x; is important to all decision
makers because it a¤ects their assessment of which policy y is the best ��t�be-
tween the state of the world and their own philosophies about public policy. In
particular, we assume that each regulatory / judicial actor i realizes quadratic
payo¤s over policy outcomes of the form � (x+ �i � y)2 ; where �i 2 R denotes
the ideological leaning of the actor in question. We place little structure at this
stage on the distribution of ideological leanings across the population of judges.
It could, for example, be composed of say, two mass points at �i 2 f�D; �Rg, cor-
responding to "Democrats" (�i = �D) ; and �Republicans� (� = �R > �D) : Or
alternatively, each judge�s ideology might be drawn from a continuous distrib-
ution H (�j�i) where �i re�ects a set of observable judge characteristics (such
as gender, age, political a¢ liation, party of appointing president / senate, etc).
Regardless of how the distribution of ideologies is generated, however, each ac-
tor has an ideal point in policy space, consisting of y��i = x+ �i; and utility falls
in the squared distance from that point. Note that while actors�preferences
are state independent, their ideal points �which re�ect their ideologies �also

18 It would, in principle, be possible to allow for the policy space to involve more than
two outcomes, but in many circumstances this is a reasonable assumption and it exposes our
intuitions most cleanly.
19Because normal distributions make our analysis signi�cantly more tractable, we will utilize

them throught the analysis below. It will, however, become clear below that our general
arguments to do not turn crucially on this distributional form.
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dependent on x; the underlying facts. Our framework therefore allows for (and
indeed presumes) actors who may lean left or right, but are not �ideologues.�In
principle, the underlying facts (x) could be strong enough to overcome political
leanings (�i) ; and thus cause a left-leaning judge/agency to favor a relatively
conservative policy (and vice versa).
Figure 1 below illustrates the ideal point mapping, in the speci�c case where

the x = 1
2 ; comparing the ideal point of two judges: a �Democrat" (with �i =

�D � �1); and a �Republican" (with �i = �R � 1). In the �gure, the Republican
judge leans toward conservative policies on a priori grounds; when she observes
a set of facts

�
x = 1

2

�
that also pushes in that direction, her ideal point becomes

y�R = 1:5: If constrained to choose some y 2 f�1; 1g ; she will prefer y = 1:
The Democrat, in contrast, leans liberal; observing facts that mildly support
a conservative outcome pushes her mildly right, but only enough to move her
ideal point to y�D = �0:5: Thus, the Democrat judge would favor y = �1: Had
the facts (i.e., the realization x) taken on a larger value (x > 1), it would be
enough to sway the Democrat to support the conservative outcome. (And
symmetrically with the Republican for x < �1).

Figure 1: Ideal point as a function of facts (x) & ideology (�)

Our framework injects a signi�cant complication the story illustrated by Figure
1, however. Speci�cally, decision makers are assumed to act without complete

information about x: Rather, they endeavor to maximize�Exj!
n
(x+ �i � y)2 j!

o
;

where ! denotes the decision maker�s available information (described in greater
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detail below).
The judicial review process in our posited game consists of two stages. In the

�rst stage, the lower level actor (denoted as Player "A") makes a decision about
legal/regulatory policy. In reaching its decision, Player A possesses ideology
�A; and is privy to a signal Z 2 R; which conveys noisy information about the
actual realization of X. We assume that Z is itself normally distributed, with

mean x and precision ; so that Z~N
�
x; 1

�
: (We also assume that this signal

is either automatic or is collected at no incremental cost to the decision maker).
After observing the signal, player A acts announces a regulatory rule, y = �1
or y = 1:
After player A makes a decision, the second stage begins. In this stage,

player A�s policy ruling may be appealed to an appeals court with exogenous
probability � 2 (0; 1). The appellate court, denoted collectively by J , is in turn
composed of an odd number of (2M � 1) judges, whereM 2 f1; 2; 3; :::g, chosen
at random from the judiciary pool.20 For a given panel, one can without loss
of re-index the individual panelists in terms of ascending ideological �order sta-
tistics�, � =

�
�(1); �(2); :::; �(M); :::; �(2M�2); �(2M�1)

	
; so that �(1) corresponds

to the ideology of the most liberal judge on the panel, �(2M�1) corresponds to
the ideology of the most conservative judge on the panel, and �(M) corresponds
to the ideology of the median judge on the panel.
Should the appellate panel hear the case, we assume it costlessly observes

the realization of Z � that is, the factual record that informed the agency.21

In addition, however, any of the judges on the panel may, at a cost, invest in
an �auditing�technology that reveals an additional signal �denoted V �where
V ~N

�
x; 1�

�
: Signi�cantly, auditing is costly, imposing a �xed e¤ort cost c on the

auditing judge, entering additively into any auditing judge�s payo¤. We assume
for simplicity that the realized value of c is common across all judges and drawn
from a distribution function G (c) > 0 de�ned on c 2 [0;1): The realized value
of c re�ects the opportunity cost of judicial time (which may be a function of
docket pressures, etc). Nevertheless, each panelist acts independently in decid-
ing whether to audit.22 We further assume that signal constitutes a common
value across panelists: that is, if any of the judges purchase V; she can credibly
share her observation with other members of the committee.23 Moreover, if a
judge if more than one judge purchases a signal, the second purchase provides
no additional information.
Once the judges (if any) have purchased and shared the signal, the panel

20A three-judge panel, therefore, would correspond toM = 2; the U.S. Supreme court would
correspond to M = 5:
21Note that this assumption is di¤erent from Spitzer & Talley (2000), where the appellate

judge was assumed only to observe the lower level actor�s decision, and observed the lower
court�s signal only if investing in additional veri�cation. In a later sectoin we disextend our
analysis to the case where player A�s signal is not observable without an additional investment.
22 In the case of multiple equilibria, we will posit appropriate selection criteria. See infra.
23Thus, at least at this stage we are not allowing panelists to hide or distort their moni-

toring activities on either the extensive or intensive margins.While such extensions are fairly
straightforward, they add distracting complications. Below, however, we discuss how such
alternative environments would operate within our framework.
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makes a decision by majority vote.24 Should the panel overturn player A�s
decision, we suppose that Player A su¤ers a reputational cost "; and that both
this cost along with the ex ante chances of judicial review (�) are �small�relative
to other parameters in the model. This assumption e¤ectively ensures that the
agency will issue a sincere policy formulation given its information and ideology,
and is not overly worried about either being overturned or attempting to game
the auditing process for non-policy reasons.25

3.1.2 Motivating J�s �Extra�Signal

Before proceeding, it seems sensible to pause at this juncture to motivate and
animate our assumption about an additional �signal�available to the individual
judicial panelists through auditing. What would it mean, in institutional terms,
for an appellate court panelist to spend signi�cant resources to �take another
draw�on the facts? One obvious meaning could be a closer examination of the
materials in the docket. But since they are usually the same materials that the
trial judge confronted, the draw should have the same content. On the other
hand, since the judge (and his clerks) have di¤erent backgrounds and abilities
than the Agency administrator, and since they are acting at a di¤erent time, the
nature of their inference may be substantially di¤erent. The Court of Appeals
is supposed to review the entire record as part of its duty in an appeal. But
a �review� can be done with more or less attention paid to the contents. A
careful, costly review would plausibly �t with our characterization of �another
draw.�
As an alternative, one could regard the docket materials that the Agency

used as the ��rst�draw, with the appellate court�s subsequent draw coming from
new materials about the same problem. Where would the new materials come
from? A few possibilities suggest themselves. First, amicus briefs often contain
or refer to studies that were not before the Agency. Second, Agencies often
receive studies and written testimony after the closing date for the submission
of evidence. Sometimes these studies were being created, but were not yet
complete, at the time the Agency closed the docket. In other circumstances
studies are done in response to the Agency�s �concise statement of basis and
purpose�published in the Federal Register.26 On appeal, the reviewing court
must decide whether to consider the new materials, and how much attention to
give to them.
As a third (related) alternative motivation, new information may be submit-

24There is a parallel literature, originally due to Kornhauser (1992a, 1992b), which concep-
tualizes "law" (and which he calls an "extended rule") as a mapping of all possible sets of
facts into outcomes. Our structure unpacks the way in which judges come to know the facts.
However, in our structure, the translation into �nal outcomes is probabilistic for any true set
of facts. This is because the judges cannot learn the facts with certainty.
25There are a number of reasons to think this assumption is sensible, at least as a �rst

approximation. See discussion, infra, at page ___. Nevertheless, generalizing it is relatively
straightforward to do within the model; at this stage, however, doing so would add unnecessary
complexity to our basic insights.
26Administrative Procedure Act § 553.
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ted by the parties themselves. Consider, for example, the famous case Scenic
Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal Power Commission.27 In Scenic
Hudson, the court reviewed the FPC�s decision to grant permission to Con-
solidated Edison to build a pumped storage hydroelectric power plant on the
Hudson River. The plainti¤s, who were residents and environmentalists, ob-
jected (perhaps strategically) that the plant would be very hard on �sh, would
look ugly, and would interfere with other uses of the Hudson River valley. After
the closing of the docket, plainti¤s petitioned the FPC to allow additional evi-
dence on the feasibility of gas turbines, rather than using hydroelectric power28

and the relocation of the plant so as to avoid �sh.29 The court could have just
dismissed these claims as untimely, and noted the wide discretion given to Agen-
cies (sometimes) as to when to close their dockets. Instead, the court clearly
took a serious (and, we might surmise, costly) look at the materials that parties
had attempted to submit. According to the court�s opinion, it was the serious
look at these materials that persuaded it to remand the proceeding to the FPC.
Within our model, �another draw�may re�ect a decision to look closely at the
materials that were submitted to the Agency after the docket was closed. This
is information that was, in theory, new, and pertains to the Agency decision.
Looking at it is costly, and might sway a reviewing court�s decision.

3.2 Judicial Panelists and Panels

We will use a solution concept of Bayesian perfection to solve this game.30

The central task for characterizing such equilibria is to analyze the incentives
of the members of a representative judicial panel that is hearing an appeal.
Ultimately, the members of that panel must decide both whether to collect ad-
ditional information (become informed), and how to vote. To make predictions
about their individual payo¤s (and thus their behavior in a group), we need
to compare the likely actions and expected payo¤s of informed and uninformed
judge, respectively. To do so, let us �rst consider the preferences of each judge
in isolation.

3.2.1 Uninformed Preferences and Decisions

Let us begin with a representative uninformed judicial/administrative actor,
who has ideology �i and observes only the lower level actor�s signal, z: She will
favor the conservative outcome (y = 1) over the liberal one (y = �1) if and only
27354 F.2d 608 (2nd Cir. 1965), cert. den. ___ U.S. ___ (196_).
28 Id. At 618.
29 Id. at 624.
30We follow in a now mature tradition of applying game theoretic tools to sudy govern-

mental processes. E.g. Aghion and Tirole; Bawn; Eskridge and Ferejohn. This approach is
penetrating mainstream administrative law scholarship. Bressman.
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if31 :

E
�
� (x+ �i � 1)2 + (x+ �i + 1)2 jz

�
� 0 (1)

E (xjz) � ��i
��+ z

� + 
� ��i

z � zUi � �
�i (� + ) + ��



It is easily con�rmed that zUi is strictly decreasing in �i, and thus for any
two decision makers j and k with �j < �k; z

U
j > zUk : Intuitively, this means

that more liberal players are a �harder sell�on the conservative outcome: they
require a higher public signal z than do relatively conservative players in order
to induce a preference for the conservative outcome. By the same reasoning,
conservative actors are a harder sell on the liberal outcome. Note that since the
administrative agency is a unitary actor with ideology �A if it acts sincerely it
will issue a policy decision that corresponds precisely with the above criterion.
Should the judicial panel hear the case, in contrast, its actions depend more

on the median voter�s ideology. Assuming the panel never becomes informed,
the panel�s decision will track the median voter�s preferences, and the panel will
vote for the conservative outcome (y = 1) over the liberal one (y = �1) if and
only if:

z � zUM � �
�
�(M) � (� + ) + ��

�


(2)

Given this behavior, the representative panelist with ideology �i sitting on
a panel that has remained uninformed will realize an expected payo¤ of32 :

�U
�
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�
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�
��+ z
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(
0 if z � zUM
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�
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��+z
�+

�
else

An example of expected payo¤s for uninformed panelists is pictured in
Figures 2A 2B and 2C below for the parametric restriction where � = 0;
� = 0:5; and  = 1: The �gure envisions a 3-judge panel consisting of a �lib-
eral�

�
�(1) = �1

�
; a �centrist�

�
�(2) = 0

�
; and a �conservative�

�
�(3) = 1

�
; and

depicts for each judge the expected payo¤s associated with both the liberal
policy choice (black curve) and the conservative one (gray curve). In ad-
dition, each curve distinguishes between equilibrium payo¤s (solid lines) and

31The last line in the derivation comes from invoking Bayes theorem to show that (XjZ) is
normally distributed with mean ��+z

�+
; and variance 1

�+
: A number of the other derivations

below also depend on manipulated distributional parameters of the normal distribution. See
appendix for details.
32See the Appendix for details of this derivation.
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out-of-equilibrium payo¤s (dashed lines). In Figure 2B, depicting the centrist
panelist, note that the judge�s equilibrium payo¤ tracks her maximal expected
payo¤, re�ecting the power of the median voter to dictate outcomes. So long
as the court remains uninformed about v; the panel�s decision will track the
median judge�s preferences as illustrated in Figure 2B. Note also that a local
minimum of her expected payo¤ occurs at zU0 = 0; where the judge is indi¤erent
(or perhaps more accurately, ambivalent) between the conservative and liberal
policy. In Figure 2A, the liberal panelist is far more pre-disposed towards the
liberal outcome than the conservative one. In fact, it takes a relatively strong
factual case (z > 1:5) to sway her to favor the conservative policy. Never-
theless, her equilibrium payo¤ experiences a downward discontinuity at z = 0;
corresponding to the fact that at this point the median panelist would swing in
favor the conservative outcome. Figure 2C illustrates the opposite case, for a
judicial actor whose ideology is �i = 1: For this judge, the indi¤erence point
between outcomes occurs at zU�1 = �1:5; re�ecting the fact that it takes an
analogously strong case (z < �1:5) to sway the conservative actor to the lib-
eral policy. Similar to the liberal panelist, the conservative judge�s payo¤ also
realizes a discontinuity (this one upward) at z = 0; re�ecting the point where
the median swings from liberal to conservative. It will turn out the location of
the median judge�s indi¤erence point � and any payo¤ discontinuities for the
non-median judges at that point �relate directly to auditing incentives within
the panel.

1 0 1 2 3 4

10

5

z

Fig. 2A: (�(1) = �1)

3 2 1 0 1 2 3

10

5

z

Figure 2B: (�(2) = 0)

4 3 2 1 0 1

10

5

z

Figure 2C: (�(3) = 1)

3.2.2 Informed Preferences and Decisions

Now let us consider strategies and payo¤s assuming the panel becomes informed.
Once panel is informed, the representative judge i with ideology �i will develop
an ideal point that depends on both z and v: Thus, the representative judge
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will favor outcome y = 1 over outcome y = �1 i¤:

E
�
� (�i + x� 1)2 + (�i + x+ 1)2 jz; v

�
� 0 (4)

E (xjz; v) � ��
��+ z + �v

� +  + �
� ��i

v � vIi � �
�
�i � (� + � + ) + z + ��

�

�
This in turn implies that for a given z; an informed panel will issue the conser-
vative outcome i¤:

v � vIM � �
�
�(M) � (� + � + ) + z + ��

�

�
(5)

Thus, for a judge with ideology �i on an informed panel with ideological
pro�le �, her expected payo¤ conditional on being informed is given by33
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1A
3.3 The Value of Information & Equilibrium

Having characterized the expected payo¤s associated with both uninformed pan-
els and informed panels, we are now in a position to consider the expected dif-
ference � denoted as �

�
�ijz; �(M)

�
� between the judge�s expected payo¤ in

the informed state and its counterpart payo¤ in the uninformed state. Implic-
itly, then, �

�
�ijz; �(M)

�
corresponds to the expected value (in equilibrium) each

judge places on additional information (in the form of signal v): It is therefore a
function of not only the judge�s own ideology, but also of the known facts in the
uninformed state (z) and the ideology of the median judge �(M); who provides

33See the Appendix for details of this derivation.
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the pivotal vote on the panel. Di¤erencing (3) from (6) yields the following:

�
�
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�
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�
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�
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�
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��
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�
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z+��
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�

(�++�)(�+)

�
if z > zUM

where � (:) and � (:) represent the standard normal probability density and
cumulative distribution functions, respectively.
This expression embodies a core intuition from this paper. Note that for

each judge i; the value of information hinges on both the judge�s own ideology
(�i) and that of the median panelist

�
�(M)

�
: This makes sense, since the judge�s

own policy commitments should factor into whether she �nds more information
helpful, but so should the pragmatic realization that additional information
can a¤ect the panel�s ultimate decision only if it sways the median panelist.
An additional signal, therefore, may not only help the judge re�ne her own
assessment of the preferred policy, but in addition it may help to win over
a median judge who was leaning in the opposite direction. Or alternatively,
more information could cause the judge to lose the support of the median judge
who had been allied with her. Consequently, the judge will tend to audit
strategically and systematically only when more information is likely to help
and not hurt. As a judge�s ideology grows further distant from that of the
median judge, the magnitude of these latter e¤ects (winning over or losing the
support of a wavering median judge) grows, and eventually predominates.
We express these observations in a series of lemmas as follows:

Lemma 1: For the median judge, �
�
�(M)jz; �(M)

�
is maximal at z = zUM ; and

falls symmetrically in both directions as z diverges from zUM . Conse-
quently, when panel ideologies are homogenous, the auditing range also
will constitute a symmetric interval around zUM :

Lemma 2: If judge i is more conservative than the median judge
�
�i > �(M)

�
:

� Judge i values information more than the median judge when z � zUM and
less than the median judge when z > zUM :

� The extent to which the more conservative judge�s valuation exceeds / falls
short of the median judge�s increases strictly in �i:

If judge i is more liberal than the median judge
�
�i < �(M)

�
:

� Judge i values information more than the median judge when z � zUM and
less than the median judge when z < zUM :
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� The extent to which the more liberal judge�s valuation exceeds / falls short
of the median judge�s decreases strictly in �i:

Figure 3 below illustrates Lemmas 1 and 2 in graphical form. The Figure
returns to the same calibration as in Figure 2, involving a 3-judge panel com-
posed of a liberal judge, a centrist median judge, and a conservative judge, in
which

�
�(1); �(2); �(3)

	
= f�1; 0; 1g : The �gure also continues to assume that

� = 0; � = 0:5; and  = 1; and in addition that � = 1: Each respective panel
represents the value that the liberal, moderate and conservative judge attaches
�in equilibrium �to the additional signal, as a function of the agency�s signal z.
The median judge (Figure 2B) always places positive value on the extra signal,
since she will dictate the �nal outcome, and such information can only help her
with this choice. In fact, an additional signal is most valuable when z = 0 �the
point where median panelist is indi¤erent (or more aptly, maximally ambiva-
lent) about whether to opt for the liberal or conservative policy option. As z
moves away from this point of indi¤erence, her preferred policy choice becomes
more clear cut, and in turn the value she places on additional information falls
o¤ (symmetrically, as noted in Lemma 1).

2 1 1 2
1

1

2

z
Figure 3A: �(1) = �1

2 1 1 2
1

1

2

z
Figure 3B: �(2) = 0

2 1 1 2
1

1

2

z
Figure 3C: �(3) = 1

In contrast, the liberal and conservative judges (Figures 3A and 3C respectively)
attach more complicated equilibrium valuations to additional information (as
described in Lemma 2). The liberal judge, for example, values additional
information only when the agency�s signal z � zUM = 0:Moreover, in this region,
the liberal judge places a much higher value on learning the new signal than
either of the other panelists. When z < 0; in contrast, the liberal judge in this
example actually places negative value on additional information, and certainly
would not expend any e¤ort to collect it. The intuition here is as follows:
when z � 0, the liberal judge knows that the median panelist leans towards
the conservative policy outcome. If she is able to convince the moderate judge
to switch sides, the liberal judge expects to receive a discontinuous upward
shock to her payo¤. But she cannot win over the median judge without some
informational ammunition; by auditing, she may discover information that will
bring the median voter on board, and in the process generate a signi�cant
welfare payo¤. In contrast, when z < 0; the median panelist is already leaning
her support towards the liberal policy; additional information, while nice in the
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abstract, runs an appreciable risk pushing the median panelist to the other side
of the political aisle. In the example pictured in Figure 3, this latter threat is so
signi�cant that it swamps any plausible value from auditing when z < 0 for the
liberal panelist. Exactly the opposite logic follows for the conservative judge:
she places signi�cant value on auditing when z � zUM = 0; so that the median
judge is leaning towards the liberal outcome. In contrast, the conservative judge
places no value (and even negative value) on more information when z > 0: Put
together, then, in this example either the liberal or the conservative judge (but
generally not both) has a greater incentive than the median judge to collect
additional information. As it turns out, this logic carries over more generally
to panels of arbitrary size and ideology, as re�ected in Lemma 3:

Lemma 3: When z < zUM the most conservative judge (with ideology �(2M�1))
has the maximal incentive of all panelist to audit. Similarly, when z > zUM ,
the most liberal judge (with ideology �(1)) has the maximal incentive to
audit. If z = zUM ; the most conservative (most liberal) panelist has the
greatest incentive to audit when

�
�(2M�1) � �(M)

�
is larger (smaller) than�

�(M) � �(1)
�
.

Given these observations, we are nearly in a position to characterize the equi-
librium of the game. The principal issue left is to posit a reasonable assumption
relating to equilibrium selection. As should be clear from the above discussion,
there can often be cases where more than one judge on a panel places positive
value on auditing. Because auditing provides a public informational good to all,
however, auditing by more than one panelist pure strategy equilibrium, and any
mixed strategy equilibria that support such outcomes are easily dominated by
numerous coordinated pure strategy equilibria.34 Thus, it is sensible to assume
that the panelists will �nd some mechanism for coordinating their investments.
One such coordination mechanism, which we hereinafter make throughout, is as
follows:

Assumption A: (1) If multiple judges on the same panel value additional in-
formation enough to justify auditing, then the judge who places the greatest
value on the additional signal is presumed to invest and provide informa-
tion to the panel. (2) If two or more judges on the same panel share the
same greatest value of an additional signal, they are presumed to choose
a commonly-observable randomization device that selects one of them to
audit.

Although Assumption A seems reasonable to us, there are a number of other
alternatives that would generate outcome-equivalent equilibria.35 Applying this

34One potential variation of our framework would involve each judge having access to a
separate signal that is not common to others. We discuss this more below.
35For example, an alternative assumption (that is outcome equivalent) posits that judge i

audits a case with initial signal z if (1) she places a positive net value on auditing, and (2)
the next judge closer to the median judge (if she exists) does not place a positive net value
on auditing.
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selection assumption to the Lemmas above, the following result immediately
emerges:

Proposition 1: If Assumption A holds, and if � and " are �small,� the fol-
lowing is an equilibrium of the game:

� The agency issues a liberal policy i¤ z � zUA ;
� If c � c (�; z) ; the panel will audit (and thus learn v) where

c (�; z) = 4

r
�
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This criterion corresponds to a strictly positive (but possibly asym-
metric) auditing interval [zmin; zmax] around zUM : When the panel
audits, the additional signal is collected by the most conservative (lib-
eral) member whenever z 2 [zmin; zUM ) (whenever z 2 (zUM ; zmax] );

� If it audits, the informed panel issues a conservative decision (over-
turning Player A if necessary) i¤ v � vIM ;

� If, c > c (�; z) ; in contrast, the panel remains uninformed about v
and issues a conservative policy (overturning Player A if necessary)
if an only if z � zUM :

Note from Proposition 1 that the auditing interval is characterized by the
ideologies of the median judge and the two judges on either extreme of the
distribution. Interestingly, no other judge�s ideology enters into the expression
from Proposition 1 (at least with this characterization of the model36). In
general, as the extreme members of the panel become more and more extreme,
the auditing range (and thus the prospects of agency reversal) grow.
A number of corollaries immediately follow from inspection and/or di¤eren-

tiation of the expression in Proposition 1.

Corollary 1: All else constant, the auditing range expands as the extreme mem-
bers of the panel become more ideological (i.e., grow further from the me-
dian panelist�s ideology).

36Generalizations of the model might make other judges�ideolgies important in the analog
of Proposition 1. For example, if the judges faced di¤erential costs in auditing, a low-cost
moderate judge may place a higher net bene�t on auditing than an extreme judge who faces a
high cost of auditing. Similarly, if a moderate judge can collect a more accurate signal than
an extreme judge, that moderate judge may determine the extreme end of the interval.
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Corollary 2: The e¤ect noted in Corollary 1 is potentially asymmetric. That
is, as the conservative (liberal) wing of the party grows more extreme, the
panel is increasingly likely to reject liberal (conservative) policies that the
uninformed median voter would have favored; but it is no more or less
likely to reject conservative (liberal) policies that the uninformed median
voter would have favored.

Corollary 3: The auditing range is invariant to all median- and extrema-preserving
transformations; e.g., if one holds constant the ideology of the median,
most liberal and most conservative judges, then the auditing ranges pro-
duced by, say, a 3 judge panel and a 99 judge panel are the same.37

Corollary 4: The auditing interval is strictly increasing in the precision of the
auditing technology (�) ; and strictly decreasing in both the precision of
A�s signal ( ) and the realized cost of auditing (c) :

Notwithstanding the dominance of the median voter model in positive po-
litical theory, Proposition 1 and Corollaries 1-4 suggest ways in which judicial
panels (and other deliberative bodies) can be moved from the ends rather than
the middle. As such, it joins a growing literature in political science document-
ing how non-median members can a¤ect outcomes, by lobbying, in�uencing,
shaming, or (in our case) injecting di¤erent types of useful information. Given
this e¤ect, it is perhaps not surprising that there was so much concern about
whether the moderately liberal Justice Souter�s replacement on the US Supreme
Court �Sonya Sotomayor �was only mildly liberal or extremely liberal. Al-
though her appointment did not have an e¤ect on the median voter of the court,
it might have changed the extreme in a way that could have in�uenced the me-
dian (and consternated the extreme right wing). A similar explanation may
apply prospectively when Justice Stevens �largely regarded as the most liberal
member of the current court �leaves the bench.38

3.4 Numerical Example: Judicial Panel E¤ects

Although the framework developed above contains insights about how ideol-
ogy, information, and deliberation interact within a very general framework, an
immediate implication of the model pertains to so-called judicial panel e¤ects
along discrete party lines. As noted above, the empirical literature provides
signi�cant support for ideological di¤erences between Democrat and Republican
judges in ways that "matter" for outcomes. It also provides evidence supporting
the moderating e¤ect of sitting on mixed panels instead of uni�ed panels, doc-
umenting a tendency of minority and majority judges on mixed panels to move

37This may not be true, by the way, when panelists are capacity constrained as to how
many simultaneous audits they can do across di¤erent cases.
38 Indeed, Justice Stevens recent anemic hiring of clerks has been �agged as a sign of his

impending retirement. See Kate Phillips, �Supreme Court Watch on Justice Stevens� New
York Times (2 Sept. 2009) (http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/02/supreme-court-
watch-on-justice-stevens/).
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towards each other when voting. Finally, there is some intermittent evidence
that even as they respond in a qualitatively symmetric pattern, Republican
and Democrat judges do not always behave as complete mirror images of each
other quantitatively.
To see how panel e¤ects of this sort emanate from our framework, consider

a special case of our model involving a three judge panel. To �x ideas, suppose
that the agency is a Democrat (�A = 1), and that �as in the calibration exercise
above �� = 0:5; � = 0; and  = � = 1:With these parameter values, it is easily
con�rmed that the ex ante chances of a liberal policy pronouncement by the
agency are 80:6 49%; and the ex ante chances of a conservative pronouncement
are 19:2 97%:

3.4.1 Homogenous DDD Panel

Consider �rst a judicial panel composed entirely of share judges with left-of-
center ideology identical to the agency, so that �(1) = �(M) = �(3) = �A = �1:
We de�ne this set of panelists as being a homogeneously democratic panel, or
�DDD.� The solid line in Figure 4 below represents �for a given prior signal
z �the expected value (to each panelist) of collecting an additional signal v:
Notice that the value of information is symmetric around a maximum at z = 1:5;
which is exactly the margin where the D-agency and D-judges are maximally
ambivalent between the two policy outcomes: This makes great intuitive sense,
as precisely at this margin of ambivalence where additional information is likely
to be the most useful. In contrast, when z < �0:5 or z > 3:5; the ex ante
case provided by the �rst signal (z) is so strong that an additional signal (v) is
e¤ectively 0 for the D�panelists. That is, more information is overwhelmingly
unlikely to change their decision, and thus the expected value of auditing is
therefore quite modest.

1 0 1 2 3 4

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

z (Agency's Signal)

EV(v)

Figure 4: Auditing Range of DDD Panel
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Continuing with the above diagram, suppose further that the distribution of
costs of collecting the signal for a D-judge is given by a mass point c = 1

10
(represented by the dashed horizontal line). If the court consisted solely of a
unitary D-judge, then she would audit any administrative opinion where the
signal z 2 [0:5155; 2:4845] (approximately): In the discussion that follows, we
will refer to this interval as the "majority auditing interval". Inside it, they
audit and base their decision on (z; v) : Outside it, they do not audit and base
their decision solely on z: Note that this interval is symmetric around z = 1:5
(the point of indi¤erence for both the court and agency), and in this sense the
D-court would engage in �two-sided�auditing of A. Thus, within this example,
the equilibrium has the following characteristics:

� The D-aligned agency A issues the liberal (conservative) ruling whenever
z < (�) 1:5 :

� The DDD judiciary panel�s approximate auditing interval is given by z 2
[0:5155; 2:4845] ; which is symmetric around z = 1:5.

� The DDD panel upholds the agency without an additional audit whenever
z =2 [0:5155; 2:4845]

� If the DDR panel audits, it will favor the conservative (overturning A if
necessary) outcome whenever v+z > 5

2 : Otherwise it will favor the liberal
outcome (overturning A if necessary).

� Viewed ex ante, the DDD court will (unanimously) overturn liberal policy
positions by the D-agency at a rate of approximately39 6: 227%. In ad-
dition, the DDD panel will (unanimously) overturn a conservative policy
decision by the agency at a rate of 18:0 97%: The unconditional rate of
reversal of the agency by the DDD panel in this case is 8:514 2%:

3.4.2 Heterogeneous DDR Panel

Now consider what happens if one replaces a Democrat panelist with a Repub-
lican � a �DDR� panel. According to conventional median voter logic, the
injection of a single R panelist should not a¤ect outcomes, since she is not a
pivotal voter, and thus the panel�s decision rule (i.e., how they translate either
z or (z; v) into policy space y) cannot change from the DDD case, so long as
one holds available information constant. However, available information may
change with the addition of an R panelist, who faces di¤erent incentives to
become informed of the additional signal (v). In particular, the lone R may
wish to audit cases that the majority would not �so long as his inquiry might
plausibly sway their opinion. As predicted by Proposition 1, the R judge will

39That is,Z 1

�1

 Z 1:5

0:5155

 Z 1

5
2
�z
f (vjz; x) dv

!
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tend to pick cases to audit which lie just to the "left" (in z space) of the D ma-
jority�s indi¤erence points. These are the very issues about which the majority
is potentially persuadable, but about which they are somewhat less actuated
than is the R panelist.
The dark solid line in Figure 5 below depicts the maximal valuation that

any of the panelists place on auditing (as a function of z). Note that when
z > 1:5; the diagram is identical to Figure 4. In this region, only the two
Democrat judges place a positive value on auditing. The Republican panelist
actively eschews auditing within this range, since the Democrat panelists are
already leaning his way, and he fears that with more information he may lose
them. In contrast, when z < 1:5; the diagram is identical to Figure 3c. Here,
the Republican is strongly motivated to audit, as re�ected by the upward shift
of the valuation curve (relative to Figure 4) over that interval.

1 0 1 2 3
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2

3

4

z

EV(v)

Figure 5: Auditing Interval of DDR Panel

Recall that in the DDD panel, if only the D judges could audit, they would
choose to audit cases where z 2 [0:5155; 2:4845] (approximately). Here, be-
cause of the added motivation of the R for z < 1:5; that interval increases
to z 2 [�0:261 5; 2:484 5] (approximately). Thus, within the DDR panel, the
equilibrium is characterized as follows:

� D-Agency issues the liberal (conservative) ruling whenever z is less than
(greater than) 1:5 :

� The DDR judiciary panel�s approximate auditing interval is given by
z 2 [�0:261 5; 2:484 5] ; which expands the DDD�s auditing interval asym-
metric to the left of z = 1:5.

� The DDR panel upholds the agency without an additional audit whenever
z =2 [�0:261 5; 2:484 5]

� If the DDR panel audits, it will favor the conservative (overturning A if
necessary) outcome whenever v+z > 5

2 : Otherwise it will favor the liberal
outcome (overturning A if necessary).
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� Viewed ex ante, the DDR panel will (unanimously) overturn a liberal
holding by the D-agency at a rate of approximately 7:1 94% (which exceeds
the conditional reversal rate of the DDD panel (6:227%)). The DDR
panel will overturn a conservative policy decision by the agency (sometimes
unanimously and sometimes on a party line vote) at a rate of 18:0 97%
(which is identical to the DDD panel40). Finally, the unconditional rate
of reversal of the agency by the DDR panel in this case is 9:294 1% (which
is higher than the unconditional rate for the DDD panel of 8:514 2%):

The key e¤ect laid out here is a core implication of our argument for panel
e¤ects. In our model, rates of reversal increase when one adds even a sin-
gle, non-pivotal minority member, with the e¤ect being driven solely by an
enhanced expected frequency with which a unanimous panel overturns liberal
agency rules. To an outsider, this might look like the inclusion of the R on
the panel has made the Ds more collegial, or the R has threatened to blow the
whistle on the Ds. But the e¤ect is distinct. We show here in a non-cooperative
setting that simple self-interest can drive an outcome where more information
is being produced. In other words, the pivotal D voter isn�t becoming "nicer";
she�s just becoming more informed.

3.4.3 Other Con�gurations

In addition to the two permutations discussed at length above, the judicial panel
may exhibit a DRR and an RRR con�guration. Analysis of these permutations
is largely repetitive with the discussion above, and we therefore treat them with
more brevity, encapsulating everything in Table 1 below. For reference, the
Table also includes a calibration for two �balanced�panels; the �rst is composed
solely of Centrist judges (�i = 0); the second is composed of a Democrat, a
Centrist, and a Republican. As above, for all �gures in this calibration, � = 0:5;
� = 0;  = � = 1, c = 1

10 ; and the agency is assumed Democrat (�A = �1).
41

Panel Auditing Range Reversal Pr{Reversal j Pr{Reversal j
Composition [zLow ,zHigh] Rate Lib. A Policy} Cons. A Policy}

(D;D;D) [0:51552; 2:4845] 8:514 2% 6: 227% 18:0 97%
(D;D;R) [�0:261 5; 2:484 5] 9:294 1% 7:1 94% 18:0 97%
(C;C;C) [�0:9845; 0:9845] 21: 511% 26:6 72% 0:000%
(D;C;R) [�1:575 2; 1:575 2] 30:7 31% 38:070% 0:143%
(D;R;R) [�2:484 5; 0:261 5] 59:046% 73:214% 0:000%
(R;R;R) [�2:484 5;�0:51552] 59:825% 74:1 79% 0:000%
Table 1: Equilibrium Reversal Rates; � = 0:5; � = 0;  = � = 1, c = 1

10 ; �A = �1
40To see why there is no change on this reversal rate, note that the upper bound of the

auditing interval for the DDD and DDR panels is the same. This is because it is up to
the most extreme Democrat to audit the agency�s conservative policies. Republicans �quite
happy with the conservative outcome �do not lift a �nger to help, so the auditing and reversal
probabilities are identical between the cases.
41 Recall that the ex ante chances of a liberal policy pronouncement by the agency are

80:6 49%; and the ex ante chances of a conservative pronouncement are 19:2 97%:
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A few interesting observations can be seen in this calibration. First, note that
the unconditional probability of agency reversals is strictly increasing in the
Republican representation on the court. This is true not only when the median
voter becomes Republican (not surprising), but even when a non-pivotal member
becomes republican. If one decouples the reversals into conditional likelihoods
(conditioned on whether the agency issued a liberal or conservative policy), the
e¤ect is in many ways more stark. Not only does the addition of a Republican
minority member matter (see above), but so does the subtraction of a Democrat
minority member, thus converting the panel from (D;R;R) to (R;R;R) : Here,
the lone Democrat has an incentive to audit some cases where the Republican
majority �if acting alone �would simply reverse the agency�s liberal holding on
its face. Auditing sometimes allows the Democrat to convince the Republican
majority that the facts are strong enough to uphold a liberal policy. If one
removes the minority Democrat, that information is never produced.
Note also the value of diversity even among �centrist�courts. The homoge-

nous centrist court is much less aggressive about auditing than is the heteroge-
nous one, where the Democrat and Republican panelists have larger incentives
to extract more information for the purpose of swaying the median. Finally,
note that in some instances (here where the Democrat agency has issued a con-
servative policy), the reversal rate is zero. This is particularly true when the
panel is dominated by Republicans. Given how �far� the Democrat agency�s
ideology is from theirs, the Republican panelists essentially engage in one-sided
auditing of the Democrat agency. A conservative policy from A corresponds to
what the Republicans would view as a very strong pro-conservative signal, and
they would never audit it. In previous work (Spitzer & Talley 2000), we have
referred to this as a ��Nixon goes to China� (or �Mikey Likes It�) inference,
which justi�es a one-sided form of auditing. When the panel is dominated by
Democrats, in contrast, two sided auditing is the norm.
Although we do not concentrate on it here, another artifact of our model

may be consistent with other empirical stylized facts in the panel e¤ects litera-
ture. Although the sole R-panelist in the DDR panel is uncovering information
instrumentally, for the purposes of swaying his D counterparts, it is possible that
his additional digging will generate a signal that has the opposite e¤ect: That
is, it convinces the R-panelist that the liberal policy outcome is optimal even
from his perspective. This e¤ect is a small one, but under some circumstances
the additional digging undertaken by the minority panel member can also cause
him to switch allegiances. In other words:

Proposition 2: Because mixed panels induce more information, they can in-
duce both majority and minority panelists to appear to moderate their votes
relative to how they would vote on an uninformed panel.42

42On the other hand, more information can sometimes foment disagreement, given that
majority members themselves may audit mildly conservative opinions that � in the absence
of more information �they would be inclined to support unanimously with their Republican
member. In such situations, a mixed panel will overturn the conservative agency ruling.
However, the overturning e¤ect would have occurred even in the absence of a R-panelist, and
thus may not be a direct consequence of panel e¤ects.
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4 Empirical Implications

We recognize that for a theory to be useful, it should also be testable against
other candidates. And so it is with our theory. To test it we must �nd situations
in which our information-based theory produces di¤erent predictions than the
other theories, such as whistle-blowing or social collegiality. And constructing
such tests must be done with care. (Epstein, et al, 2004; Fischman 2009).
We are currently endeavoring to develop a suitable set of cases for just such a
comparison; the results of this project will likely be contained in another paper.
At the same time, however, we reiterate that in many respects this paper is
already empirically driven �for our very enterprise here is to explain a stylized
fact that a signi�cant existing literature (See Section 2) has already uncovered.
Nevertheless, there are a number of potential tests of our model empirically.

For example, Landes and Posner (2009) �nd strong evidence of mixed-ideology
moderation on 3-judge panels, but fail to �nd it on the supreme court. Their
failure to detect a moderation trend at the US Supreme Court level may � if
our model is correct �be attributable to the fact that they were regressing con-
servative votes on the overall political breakdown of the Court (e.g., percent
Republican-appointed) rather than considering ideological variation at the ex-
tremes. In appeals court panels, in contrast, there are only three judges, and
therefore fractional Republican composition is more highly re�ective both the
median and the extreme judges.
In a related vein, our model may shed light on how ideological scores of

various judges have evidently "drifted" over time (e.g., Martin & Quinn 2002;
Epstein et al 2007). The identifying model in this literature is an attitudinal,
complete-information, sincere-voting framework. But our model suggests that
even a median and other moderate voters with dynamically consistent ideologies
might appear drift over time when the extreme tails of the court are subject
to variation. If our model is valid, then, it would suggest that phenomena of
apparent drift are (a) not really ideological drift, but rather are information
e¤ects; and (b) such episodes should be the largest during periods where the
political extremes of the panel are subject to shocks.
In addition, we may be able to get some empirical traction from the fact

that the e¤ect we derive here stems from environments that are both information
poor and relatively politicized. That is, the poor quality of information provides
the opportunity for judges to become more informed, and politics provide them
(or at least some of them) with the motivation. Our framework therefore
suggests that we are more likely to see panel e¤ects in �elds that share these joint
characteristics (such as in environmental law, securities regulation or antitrust)
than in �elds that are largely political (such as abortion or gun control) or
technocratic.
Finally, our account may shed light on the role of "merit" in Senate con�r-

mation of nominees to the Supreme Court. Epstein and Segal measure merit by
coding newspaper editorial evaluations of a nominee. They report that, other
things being equal, the higher the merit of the candidate, the more likely a
Senator is to vote for the candidate. Perhaps surprisingly, this e¤ect is strong
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enough to overcome all or most political considerations. Thus, Scalia was con-
�rmed unanimously, and Ginsburg was con�rmed with only three dissenting
votes. How can this be?43 Our model provides at least a partial explanation if
"merit" can be interpreted as a credible ability to enhance �accuracy.� In our
model all judges had the same accuracy; yet minority judges had an incentive
to work hard (at least in some situations) to provide more information to the
panel. To be sure, the minority judge�s e¤orts work to his favor; but perhaps
less obvious is the fact that majority judges may also be better o¤ by the inclu-
sion of the minority judge, due to the public informational good he provides,
which increases accuracy. The increased accuracy will allow better estimation
of the state of the world, and better partitioning of the cases in which each judge
wants to vote to uphold or reject the Agency. In this sense, ideological outliers
can be good for everyone; a possibility that even politicians might respond to
as well.

5 Extensions

There are a number of potential extensions of our analytical framework �both
technical and topical �that we do not endeavor to develop in full detail here.
Nevertheless, we discuss some of them more brie�y below, along with noting
their likely e¤ects on our predictions.
An obvious set of extensions would be to alter its fundamental information

structure of the model. For instance, we might map it more directly into the
framework of Spitzer & Talley (2000) and Cameron et al (2000), so that the
judicial panel is unable to observe the factual input (z) providing the basis for
the agency�s decision, and instead can observe only the agency�s decision itself
(y = �1 or 1). The appropriateness of such an assumption would likely be
context speci�c, and would require a more lengthy appraisal of the circumstances
in administrative law and regulation where an agency�s information is reliably
encapsulated in its record. Although we do not work through details of this
extension here, our core arguments likely carry over (with some caveats) to an
environment in which the agency�s signal is unobservable. In fact, if the median
panelist and the agency share similar ideologies, our results would become even
stronger. For example, suppose a Democrat agency is reviewed by a DDR
panel. Here, by virtue of its political similarity, the agency�s decision reveals
considerable information to the median panelist about how she should vote
if uninformed. Consequently, the agency�s action also reveals information to
the minority Republican panelist about whether he should audit the agency�s
holding; he will do so only for the liberal agency announcements. Of course,
when the realized value of z is unobservable, neither the Democrats nor the
Republican can engage in "targeted" hard looks (i.e., an auditing rule that
turns on z). Rather, they each must make a categorical decision about whether
to audit. In many cases, however, this will mean that the only auditing that

43We exclude the obvious and extremely appealing hypothesis that former law professors
are irresistable. Robert Bork, a former Yale Law Professor was rejected by the Senate.
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occurs is conducted by the Republican panelist following a liberal agency policy
announcement.44

Another set of information structure extensions focuses on the information
revealed by auditing, and would allow the auditing panelist to garble or mis-
represent her information. For example, a judge may be able to cover up (at
a cost) the extensive margin of her e¤orts, e¤ectively hiding whether fact she
has learned additional information through auditing. Imposing this variation
on our framework would change little, due to an e¤ective �unraveling� e¤ect
(Milgrom & Roberts 1986). That is, the silence of a judge whose ideology gives
her a clear incentive to audit justi�es an inference that the judge audited and
discovered information that works against her; consequently, the silence of the
ideologically distinct judge tends to harden the median judge�s opposite leanings
even further.
Judges might also attempt to misrepresent signals on the intensive margin.

In other words, instead of attempting to cover up whether she audited, a panelist
might attempt to falsify what she learned (again at some cost). This exten-
sion is somewhat more involved, but would involve a similar e¤ect, in which
the median panelist, aware that such falsi�cation is possible, may discount any
messages that the auditing judge o¤ers which coincides with the latter�s a priori
politics. In fact, the magnitude of the median judge�s skepticism increases the
more politically distant the auditing judge is. One implication that comes out
of this extension is that extreme �ideologues�may simply become untrustwor-
thy generators of information in equilibrium. (And, knowing this, ideologues
will not �nd it worthwhile to audit). Consequently, we conjecture that this ex-
tension (if fully developed) would suggest that there are potential limits to the
information-generating bene�ts of panel diversity: that is, within some threshold
diversity can be valuable tool to catalyze information production; but outside
that threshold added diversity loses its information generating capacity.
In addition, we might endeavor to expand the permissible policy space to

allow more than two policy outcomes. For example, we might add a "centrist"
policy option (y = 0) in addition to the liberal and conservative ones. This
extension turns out to be a relatively straightforward within our model, and
has the e¤ect of dampening auditing by all judges. For the median judge,
a richer set of policy choices a¤ords her the opportunity to ��ne tune� the
policy choice to her ideal point given available information. Consequently, it
becomes more attractive simply to remain uninformed and adopt the centrist
position than to invest in additional auditing. The more ideological judges will
also value additional information less, but they will still have incentives that
are qualitatively similar to the analysis above. The only di¤erence is that with
multiple outcomes, there may now be multiple auditing interval ranges "around"
each indi¤erence point for the median judge.45

44Of course, the categorical nature of auditing here also implies that there are some cases
when both Democrats and Republicans audit, or when neither do. Factoring these possibilities
in, our panel e¤ects result is likely to persist persist, even if in weak form.
45Moving to a continuous policy spaces makes things harder. Weconjecture, however, that

doing so tends to dilute the additional incentives that extreme judges have over median judges
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Another obvious, and possibly di¢ cult, extension is to endogenize the Agency�s
decision to do research. In our model the Agency always takes a draw; there
is no decision to be made. A literature, going all the way back to Gilligan and
Krehbiel,46 investigates within a formal model the incentives of an agency47 to
gather information and expertise as a consequence of delegated authority. This
literature has been extended to consider judicial oversight (Stephenson, 2007,
2008) and its e¤ects on an Agency�s decision to gather expertise. A sophisti-
cated court, Stephenson argues, will consider the feedback e¤ects of its decision
rule on the Agency�s decision, and will incorporate these e¤ects into its rule of
review. We could follow this path with our model.
Further, we could make the Agency�s choice of policy strategic (instead of

sincere), allowing the Agency to care more about the subsequent behavior of
the reviewing court. Such an exercise would likely be very complex, and not
worth the time. First, note that this variation will di¤er signi�cantly from
our model only when the reviewing court cannot directly observe the Agency�s
signal. Second, even in circumstances where the Agency�s signal cannot be
observed by the Court, the Agency will have a very di¢ cult task �guring out
which three-judge panel will review the situation. Three-judge appeals panels
are drawn randomly from the court of appeal judges in the circuit in which
review takes place. Thus, the Agency can only form a probabilistic estimate of
who might be on the panel. Further, if more than one suit is �led in timely fash-
ion in di¤erent Circuits against the Agency action, a lottery determines which
Circuit will hear the appeal (28 U.S.C. § 2112(a)). This vastly complicates the
computational load on the Agency. The Agency might well give up on trying
to game the appeal, and just call things honestly. Third, the Agency may care
little about being reversed, so strategic and sincere behavior become the same
thing. Why would the agency not care about being reversed? For example,
the administrators might be preoccupied with pleasing political overseers in the
Congress (Weingast and Moran). Congressmen, presumably concerned with re-
election, may care mostly about getting the Agency to do something good for
their constituents, and not about whether the Court overturns the Agency. The
�good for constituents�might well be de�ned just as we have modeled the utility
function of the actors in our model �a combination of ideology plus a prediction
about the state of the world. Once the Agency chooses a policy, based on its
best guess, it has satis�ed the important Congressmen. If the Court overturns
the Agency, the Congressmen can decry the evils of �activist courts�to his con-
stituents. In such a circumstance, the Agency will make an honest, nonstrategic
choice, of policy.
We could also focus our general model on the literature on surrounding

Supreme Court nominees and the location of the median justice. (Krehbiel

to invest in more information.
46More recently, see Bueno de Mesquitavand Stephenson (2007)
47Gilligan and Krehbiel called the Agency a Committee in their work, but the basic ideas

were identical. Subsequent work by Bawn and others extended the ideas in the legislature.
Recent work (Callander) has extended the model to circumstances where social outcomes are
a product of both policies chosen and Brownian motion.
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2007; Moraski & Shipan 1999; Rohde & Shepsle 2007). This literature uses
spatial models that assume that policy choices of the Supreme Court will al-
ways coincide with the ideal point of the median justice. The President and
the Senate then strategically tussle over new appointments to the bench with
an eye on a¤ecting the median. Our approach suggests that �nding the pol-
icy outcome on the Supreme Court may be more complicated and subtle than
the existing literature assumes. In particular, our model suggests that while
the median justice�s ideology is undoubtedly important, the ideologies of the
extreme wings on the court may be every bit as critical. For it is those jus-
tices who stake out the boundary of thew auditing intervals that later provide
the fodder for potential reversals. Within the judicial appointments context,
our framework suggests that, for example, strategic Senators or Presidents may
care substantially about appointments that do not plausibly a¤ect the location
median justice, but would instead change the location of the politically extreme
members of the court (see our earlier discussion above).
Finally, we might attempt to embed our model within a multiple level audit-

ing game. (See generally George 1999; George & Solomine 2001). If we were to
include the Full Circuit (for en banc review) and the Supreme Court, we would
have four levels. Work is starting to be done with three levels, focusing on the
Full Circuit�s decision to review.48 Indeed, Clark (2009) provides an elaborate
empirical test of granting en banc review within a three level principal agent
framework, but does not provide a formal model. The equilibria of these models
can be complex �a fact that may explain why some recent work (e.g., Landes &
Posner 2009) fail to �nd panel e¤ects at the Supreme Court level even though
�nding evidence at the Circuit Court level). Because our model provides a gen-
eral framework for analyzing endogenous information production in arbitrarily
sized panels, it may lend itself to such an extension.

6 Implications

In our framework, mixed panels induce more information production, which in
turn can catalyze more informed decisions. At the same time, of course, it need
not follow that more informed decision making is always optimal, for at least
two reasons: First, information in this model is only produced at a cost; even
if majority panelists are eventually "brought around" with new information, it
does not imply that the added information was justi�ed by its cost. Second,
the additional information is generated instrumentally, and is therefore skewed
towards the interests of parties and party interests. If those parties do not
themselves accurately represent the interests of the citizenry, it is not obvious
that more information is a real public good. These concerns aside, however,
our analysis might lend some theoretical support to suggestions that we require
mixed panels within the federal judiciary (Schanzenbach and Tiller 2008).

48Revesz (1997) at page 1747, investigates a �hierarchical constraint�hypothesis that stems
from the possibility of Supreme Court review.
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Our framework does not directly allow us to say anything about doctrine,
because doctrine is not included within the model. Thus, we cannot say whether
uni�ed or mixed panels are more or less likely to follow doctrine. Other models
will be needed to analyze that issue. Similarly, the model can say little about
writing opinions, because that feature is not in our model.
Our model may also have implications for the burgeoning theoretical and

empirical literature on Supreme Court appointments. In this literature, the
Senate and President observe the departure of a member of the Supreme Court,
and then they bargain in some structural setting (resembling a "setter" game,
perhaps) over the new appointee. E.g. Krehbiel; add cites. Both the Senate
and the President evaluate the new appointee by referring to the new appointees
expected votes. These expectations are determined solely by the nature of each
potential nominee. Our model (and the empirical literature that prompted us
to do the model) suggests that the votes of the new appointee may depend on
who is sitting with him/her. This will make the theoretical work much more
situation-speci�c, and also change the equilibria.
From a topical perspective, there may be a number of applications of our

approach. For example, many of the endogenous information production argu-
ments o¤ered above could be applied to other multi-member political decision
makers, such as committees or agencies themselves.49 In addition, our approach
may dovetail with and contribute to the literature about the endogenous for-
mation of peer groups through �homophily� (i.e., connection and information
sharing among philosophically allied individuals50 Within organizational theory,
our analysis may shed light on the extent to which heterogeneity of world views
among board members may better inform corporate decisions. For example, the
now well-documented disagreements between Patricia Dunn (a �governance�-
oriented director) and Tom Perkins and Jay Keyworth (two �strategy�-oriented
directors) on the Hewlett Packard Board may have some bene�ts even while it
potentially foments internal con�ict.51

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a simple information-based model of panel
e¤ects at the circuit court level. Propositions 1 and 1 together capture, in
our theoretical model, the two central insights from the empirical literature.
We have illustrated how mixed panels may induce something appearing to be
"moderation" among majority (and even minority) panelists, not as an artifact
of collegiality or whistleblowing. Rather, the type of moderation we predict is
an artifact of better information, developed and provided by panelists who have

49Cites.
50See, e.g., Currarini�Jackson & Pin (2008).
51See, e.g., Wall St. Journal (10/9/06) �Boardroom Duel Behind H-P Chairman�s Fall,

Clash With a Powerful Director The Cautious Patricia Dunn And Flashy Tom Perkins Were
a Combustible Pair�at A__. Although their clashing styles ultimatetly led to distrust (and
a publcly embarrassing episode about illegal pretexting, during that same time period HP
gained an unprecedented degree of market dominance.
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distinct ideological commitments. In at least some respects, our argument is
consistent with the claim that mixed panels not only produce di¤erent results,
but also better results than homogenous panels. At this point, our information-
based theory joins a group of theories attempting to explain the phenomena of
both majority and minority moderating when on mixed panels, and empirical
tests will be needed to sort out which theory is closest to being correct. Those
empirical studies, however, must wait for future research.
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9 Appendix

This appendix includes bits and pieces of the derivations that enter into the
analysis, as well as proof of core propositions.
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9.1 Distributional Identities

Analyzing the model in the text requires some manipulation of the normal
distribution. For the reader�s reference, some of the key identities (for use
later) are below.

� Recall that the �true�state of the world, X; is distributed N
�
�; 1�

�
:

� Player A�s signal about X is Z : (ZjX) is distributed N
�
x; 1

�
� Player J�s additional signal about X is V : (V jX) is distributed N

�
x; 1�

�
� Applying Bayes theorem, the conditional random variable (XjZ; V )is dis-
tributed as follows:

(XjZ; V ) ~N
�
��+ z + �v

� +  + �
;

1

� +  + �

�
(9)

� If we observe only the realization z; then posterior (XjZ) is distributed:

(XjZ) ~N
�
��+ z

� + 
;
1

� + 

�
(10)

� If we observe only the realization v; then posterior (XjV ) is distributed:

(XjV ) ~N
�
��+ �v

� + �
;

1

� + �

�
(11)

� We will also be interested in the distribution of (V jZ). Using the identi-
ties immediately preceding, one can piece together the PDF of (V jZ) as
follows.

f (vjz) =

Z 1

�1
f (vjx; z)| {z }
N(x; 1� )

� f (xjz)| {z }
N( ��+z�+ ; 1

�+ )

dx
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Z 1
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2
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� dx
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and thus, (V jZ) is distributed:

(V jZ) ~N
 �

��+ z

� + 

�
;

�
(� + )�

� +  + �

��1!
(13)

� Similarly, the distribution of (ZjV ) is:

(ZjV ) ~N
 �

��+ �v

� + �

�
;

�
(� + �) 

� +  + �

��1!
(14)

� Finally, for a variable X that is distributed N
�
�; 1�

�
; the expectation of

X conditional on x exceeding a speci�ed threshold x̂ is given by:

E (Xjx � x̂) = �+ 1p
�
�
 

�
�
(x̂� �)

p
�
�

1� �
�
(x̂� �)

p
�
�! (15)

where � (:) and � (:) represent the standard normal PDF and CDF, re-
spectively. (See Landsman & Valdez, 2005).

9.2 Derivation of Expected Payo¤ for Uninformed Judge

Consider a judge with ideology �i sitting on an uninformed panel with ideological
pro�le �. Judge i�s expected payo¤ if informed (conditional on z) is given by:

�U
�
�jz; �(M)

�
= �Exjz

n
((x+ �i)� y)2 jz

o
=

8<: �Exjz
n
(x+ �i + 1)

2 jz
o

if z � zUM
�Exjz

n
(x+ �i � 1)2 jz

o
else

= �Exjz
�
x2 + 1 + �2i

�
+ 2

�
�Exjz f(x� + x+ �i) jzg if z � zUM
�Exjz f(x� � x� �i) jzg else

= �Exjz
�
x2 + 2x (�i + 1) + (�i + 1)

2
�
+ 4

�
0 if z � zUM

Exjz f(�i + x) jzg else

=

 
1

� + 
+

�
��+ z

� + 
+ (�i + 1)

�2!
+

(
0 if z � zUM

4
�
�i +

��+z
�+

�
else

;

which is the expression given in (??) in the text.
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9.3 Derivation of Expected Payo¤ for Informed Judge

�I
�
�ijz; �(M)

�
= �Evjz

n
Exjz;v (x+ �i � y�)2 jz; v

o
= Evjz
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35
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9.4 Proof of Lemmas 1-3

Lemma 1: For the median judge, �
�
�(M)jz; �(M)

�
is maximal at z = zUM ; and

falls symmetrically in both directions as z moves away from zUM . Conse-
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quently, when panel ideologis are homogenous, the auditing range also will
constitute a symmetric interval around zUM :

Proof: First, note that
�
�i +

z+��
�+

����
z=zUM

= 0: Therefore,�
�
�(M)jz; �(M)

�
simpli�es to:

�
�
�(M)jz; �(M)

�
= 4 �

r
�

(� +  + �) (� + )
� � (0)

= 4 � � (0) �
r

�

(� +  + �) (� + )

=

s
8

�
�
�

�

(� +  + �) (� + )

�
Note further that the standard normal density � (x) is maximized at x = 0;
and thus term � is maximized when z = zUM : As to term �; it is easily veri�ed
that term � is negative for all values of z 6= zUM : Thus, since both � and �
are individually maximized at zUM ; so must their sum. They symmetry of
�
�
�(M)jz; �(M)

�
around z = zUM follows immediately from the symmetry of the

standard normal distribution around 0.

Lemma 2: If judge i more conservative than the median judge, so that �i >
�(M) :

� � Judge i values information more than the median judge when z � zUM
and less than the median judge when z > zUM :

�The extent to which the more conservative judge�s valuation exceeds
/ falls short of the median judge�s increases strictly in �i:

If judge i more liberal than the median judge, so that �i < �(M) :

� � Judge i values information more than the median judge when z � zUM
and less than the median judge when z < zUM :

�The extent to which the more liberal judge�s valuation exceeds / falls
short of the median judge�s decreases strictly in �i:

Proof: An equivalent way to express the value of information for the non-
median judge is to consider the degree to which judge i�s valuation of auditing
exceeds that of the median judge. Denoting this valuation gap as �

�
�i; �(M); z

�
;

the following expression emerges:

�
�
�i; �(M); z

�
= �

�
�ijz; �(M)

�
��

�
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�
(16)
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�
if z > zUM
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The statements in the Lemma come directly from inspection and/or di¤erenti-
ation of �

�
�i; �(M); z

�
:

Lemma 3: When z < zUM the most conservative judge (with ideology �(2M�1))
has the maximial incentive of all panelist to audit. Similarly, when z >
zUM , the most liberal judge (with ideology �(1)) has the maximial incentive
to audit. If z = zUM ; the most conservative (most liberal) panelist has the
greatest incentive to audit when

�
�(2M�1) � �(M)

�
is larger (smaller) than�

�(M) � �(1)
�
.

Proof: Direct implication of Lemma 2.
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